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The Vientiane Logistics Park 
 
ໂຄງການກ ໍ່ສ້າງລະບົບສາງທັນສະໄໝ 

 
Initial Environment Examination-IEE 
 
ການສຶກສາຜົນກະທົບເບ ້ອງຕ້ົນກໍ່ຽວກັບສ ໍ່ງແວດລ້ອມ 

ໂດຍ: ວັ ນທະ ກອນ ເດດວົງ ສາ   
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1. Background 

2. Scope of IEE 

3. IEE process and progress 

4. Overview of VLP 

5. IEE-Preliminary findings 

6. Next step 
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Background 
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1. Environment : 

1) Physical Environment  (land, air, water, noise, vibration) 

2) Biological Environment  (fauna and flora-biodiversity ) 

3) Social Environment (PAPs, heritage, culture, fbuilt aculties, access to 
services and resources) 

2. Process: 

1) Baseline study  ( 3  area of environment ) including RAP/PAP survey 

2) Identification of Impact   

3) Impact Assessment   

4) Mitigation Measures (EMMP and RAP if any) 

5) Other s( Institutional arrangement , redness mechanism  and information 
disclosure ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Scope of IEE 
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Time: 

1) Pre-construction   

2) During Construction    

3) Operation  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Scope of IEE 
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Process and 
Progress 

ບົດສະ ເໜີການລົງທຶນ 

(Proposal) 

ກັໍ່ນຕອງ 

(Screening) 

ທົບທວນ/ປຶກສາຫາລື

EIA+EMMP  

ທົບທວນ/ປຶກສາ

CIA+EMMP  

 

 

Scoping 

andToR 

(ກຊສ) 

 

ສຶກສາ-ສ້າງບົດລາຍງານ        

EIA+EMMP study-report 

ໃບຢ ້ງຢືນ     

EIA/EMMP ECC  

ປ ບປຸງ       

EIA/EMMP 

improve  

ບ ໍ່ຮຽກຮ້ອງ  

IEE/EIA 

 

IEE (ພຊສ)  

ສຶກສາ-ສ້າງບົດລາຍງານ        

IEE+EMMP study-report 

ທົບທວນ/ປຶກສາຫາລືIEE+EMMP 

review 

ໃບຢ ້ງຢືນ     

IEE/EMMP ECC 

ປ ບປຸງ  IEE/EMMP 

improve   

EMMP 

> 200/40-50 hh/

ຄຄ (ດ າລ ດ/ 

Degree 192) 

 

OMMP 

(E&M) 

 

 

 

ບົດ/ຄ າແນະນ າ

ການຄ ້ມຄອງ

ສ ໍ່ງແວດລ້ອມ ຈາກ 

ກຊສ/ພຊສ 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ປະຕິເສດ reject IEE/EMMP   

 

 

 

ບົດແນະນ າກໍ່ຽວກບັ

ການຄ ້ມຄອງ

ສ ໍ່ງແວດລ້ອມຂອງ

ທ ລະກ ດຄອບຄວົ 
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Location 

Overview of 
VLP 
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The main facilities and services include 
container yard, warehouse, modern goods 
inspection system, standby parking, circulated 
road and offices  

Tentative area: 35 ha 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Main Activities and Facilities  
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Schedule  
2014 2015 2016 2017 2026

〈Concession Agreement negotiation〉

(C.A. Contract)

〈Dickering 

of SPC 

formation〉

(SPC formation)

〈Preparation 

of SPC 

formation〉

(Start of 

Construction)
(Start of Business 

Operation)

〈Application to JICA loan〉

(Execution of JICA loan agreement)

(Establishment

of Lao Gov. 

Commission for SPC)

〈Preparatory Study by 

JICA〉
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1. Baseline  

1) Physical Environment   

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

IEE-Preliminary Findings 
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Biological 
Environment  
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No  Scientific name  Lao Name Conservation 

values 

Remarks  

1 Acacia farnesiana KanthinNarm 

General 

management 

Plantation/home garden  

2 Ailanthus triphysa Yom Pa   

3 Alstoniarostrata Tin Pet   

4 Anthocephaluschinensis Sako   

5 Aquilaria Ketsana Plantation/home garden 

6 Azadirachtaindica Ka Dao Dong   

7 Bambusaspp Mai Phay   

8 Cassia  Ki Lek Pa-Dong   

9 Cratoxylumformosum Tew (Deng)   

10 Dipterocarpusspp Mai Yang and See   

11 Eucalyptus  Mai Vik Plantation/home garden 

12 Ficusspp Deua   

13 Irvingiamalayana Ka Bok   

14 Lagerstroemia spp. Mai Puey   

15 Leucaenaleucocephala Kanthin   

16 Markhamiastipulata Khae Pa   

17 Peltophorumdasyrachis Sa Pharng   

18 Sandoricumkoetjape Ton MakTong   

19 Sterculiaspp Mai Po (hu)   

20 Tectonagrandis Mai Sak   

Lists of Plants Species in the Project Proposed VLP Area 
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Lists of  Wildlife Species in the 

Project Proposed VLP Area 

No  Scientific name  Lao Name Found  Location  Status 

1 Warbler 

  

Chiweet Quite frequent  In the forest and home 

garden  

Existent   

2 Babbler 

  

NokChipNoy Rarely  In the forest and home 

garden 

Trend to 

decrease  

3 Fulvetta 

  

NokKchip Quite frequent In the forest and home 

garden 

Existent   

4 Golden Bush Robin 

  

NokChipFeuang Sometimes  In the forest and home 

garden 

Trend to 

disappear  

5 Flycatcher 

  

NokHon Sometimes In the forest and home 

garden 

Existent  

6 Pipit 

  

NokTi Rarely  In the forest, grassland  

and home garden 

Trend to 

disappear 
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52 families (61 pieces of land) and 1 
cemetery with total 45 ha. 35 ha is likely to 
be affected 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Social Environment 
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15-16 impacts and or risks were identified and 

scoped for this VLP project. 4 impacts are 
under the physical environment, 1-2 under the 
biological environment and the rest 9 impacts 
are to be on the social and cultural 
environment 

 

 

 

 

 

Potential Impacts 
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Impact Significance  

 (3.50)

 (3.00)

 (2.50)

 (2.00)

 (1.50)

 (1.00)

 (0.50)

 -

 (1.80)  (1.60)  (1.40)  (1.20)  (1.00)  (0.80)  (0.60)  (0.40)  (0.20)  -

Pollutants emissions

Noise

Vibration

Erosion/Sedimentation

Surface water (irrigation)

Hazard leakage and accidents

Loss of fauna

Loss of forest, flora and habitats

Loss of land

Loss of agricultural production

Increase waste

Employment
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See Table 8-10 from Summary notes of 
IEE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mitigation Measures 
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Thank You-Arigato-ຂ ຂອບໃຈ 
 
 


